Service Descriptions
Manicure- Removal of any polish, Trimming and shaping of the natural nails, and cuticle care. The service is
complete with your choice of regular polish.
Dip powder- A hybrid service between a gel manicure and acrylics. The natural nails are dipped into a colored
powder that is used with a glue to adhere to your nail. It dries instantly for a chip-free, long lasting manicure.
Acrylic Set- Combining liquid monomer and powdered acrylic to form a paste to build onto an artificial nail tip. You
can choose any desired length or shape. Gel polish can be added upon request.
Acrylic Balance- Includes removal of old polish, Nails are cut down to desired length and shape. Using the same
liquid monomer and acrylic powder, the growth is filled in to give you a fresh mani feel.
Gel Artificial set- Using a thick gel product, an artificial tip is applied to the nail. Using the gel product, the natural
nail is built up to create a natural looking, strong nail base. You can choose any desired length and shape. Gel
polish included with the service.
Gel Artificial Balance- Includes removal of old gel polish. Using the gel product, the growth is filled in and reshaped to your liking. Gel polish included.
Flex Gel- Using a flex gel base, an artificial nail tip covering the entire natural nail, and LED flash cure the Flex Gel
system gives you flawless looking natural nails without using the drill on your natural nail. Great for trying to grow
your natural nails. Lasts 3-4 weeks, and is completely soaked off for every new set.
Pedicure- A relaxing soak in our JKNS seasonal pedicure soak, removal of old polish, cutting and shaping of the nail,
cuticle care, foot file to remove dry skin and callus on heels, relaxing foot and leg massage with JKNS seasonal
scent buttercream, complete with regular polish.

Sports Pedicure- A relaxing soak in our JKNS seasonal pedicure soak, removal of old polish, cutting and shaping of
the nail, cuticle care, foot file to remove dry skin and callus on heels, JKNS Sugar Exfoliating Scrub complete with a
relaxing foot and leg massage with JKNS seasonal scent buttercream. NO POLISH INCLUDED.
Deluxe Pedicure- “Facial for your feet” A relaxing soak in our JKNS seasonal pedicure soak, removal of old polish,
cutting and shaping of the nail, cuticle care, foot file to remove dry skin and callus on heels, JKNS Sugar Exfoliating
Scrub, Heel treatment wrapped in hot towels, JKNS coolin mask wrapped in hot towels, A relaxing foot and leg
massage with JKNS seasonal scent buttercream, complete with regular polish.
Express Pedicure- A relaxing soak in our JKNS seasonal pedicure soak, removal of old polish, cutting and shaping of
the nail, cuticle care, foot file to remove dry skin and callus on heel and then complete with regular polish. NO
MASSAGE INCLUDED
Collagen Treatment- Masks that are rich in vitamins and collagen. They are placed on your hands and feet and
wrapped in hot towels. The treatment provides intensive care and visibly restores the youthfulness of your skin.
Flex Gel Base- A thicker gel base coat used to make the natural nail thicker and stronger. Used during a gel polish
manicure or pedicure.
Designs-D1 is simple art on 1-2 nails that would take 10 minutes or less
-D2 is small detailed art on 2-4 nails that would take at least 15 minutes
-D3 is intricate art on 5+ nails that would take at least 20 minutes
-D4 is very detailed art on all 10 nails that would take up to 30 minutes

